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“A time will come when people will forget. Many will lose the 
memory of all that made them strong, their Light within, integrity, 
loyalty, and honour. Many will stray from their path, tortured by 
their own fear and blinded by the Shadow. But we will return, 
remember this, we will return again to show the way, and to 
awaken the Sleeping Stars, and once more will the world herald 
the Tale of the Guardians.” 

 
*** 

 
 



After a devastating war with the Shadow that destroyed their home, a group of 
four young warriors called the Quarta are on the run from the enemy. Their 
journey leads them to Earth, Tokyo, where one their number, Farien, 
mysteriously disappears. The other three (Tei, Hagal and Nesteri) hide their true 
identity and stay in Tokyo, where they form a rock band in an attempt to find 
Farien while remaining undercover. 

Soon, they discover that the danger is greater than seemed at first. Apart from 
being a target of the demonic forces of the Shadow, the Quarta came on the 
radar of some mysterious organisation called Progress Inc. that seems to be 
threatened by their presence. 

Meanwhile, a greater war is raging in the Universe, as the forces of the Shadow 
are trying to take over the Gate of the Time Past. Their plan is to rewrite the 
history of the world, so that the Light is forgotten and darkness rules over all. 

The Septenary–the seven Guardians of Time and Space–hold an emergency 
Council during which it is revealed that the current Guardian of the Past–the 
Great Star Antares–will lose her life in a final battle. The Septenary’s only hope is 
to find a new protector as soon as possible. Antares insists that only her 
soulmate Vega could fulfil this mission, as he is the only one except her who 
possesses enough power to hold the Gate closed. 

Unfortunately, Vega disappeared in a fight over two thousand years ago, never 
to be seen again. The Septenary succeed in finding his current incarnation but 
they discover that the Shadow has erased his memory. He is currently on Earth 
searching for his friend, and knows nothing about his true essence and destiny.  

Time is running out and there is no way to bring back Vega’s consciousness until 
he himself decides he is ready. Will Antares be able to awaken him before it’s 
too late? Will Vega reclaim his power and save his soulmate and the future of 
the world? This book brings answers you may not expect. 

As you follow the adventures of the Quarta, the story leads you on a fascinating 
journey to learn the dormant powers of your own mind. It can help you discover 
your true Purpose and your unique gift, which will allow you to make a true 
difference in the lives of others.  

Imagine it like a magic book where all the spells are real. Read it, and it can 
change your world forever. 

There’s a secret message in this book–an answer to the important questions you 
have been blindly seeking until now. If this message is meant for you, you’ll 
instantly recognise it. This book is a gateway. Step into legend. The 
adventure awaits and the time has come.  

 

The Lightwatch Chronicles Book I: The Guardians is available through Amazon and 
booksellers worldwide. 


